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Summary 
Mitotic exit is determined by multiple spatial and temporal cues from the spindle poles and 
the two compartments in a dividing yeast cell - the mother and the bud. These signals are 
ultimately integrated by the activation of the mitotic exit network (MEN) to promote 
persistent release of Cdc14 from the nucleolus.  Live imaging analysis using fluorescent 
protein tags is invaluable to dissect this critical decision-making trigger. Here, we present 
protocols for routine yeast live cell microscopy applicable to this problem.  
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1. Introduction 
Live cell imaging microscopy has been central for visualizing spatio-temporal changes of cell 
cycle regulators either by localization studies in cell populations or single cells in real time.  
Yeast cells are well suited for both types of analysis given the wealth of diagnostic cell cycle 
landmarks that can be monitored by fluorescence microscopy alongside cellular morphology. 
With the introduction of fluorescent protein tags, live imaging fluorescence microscopy 
requires minimal sample preparation and is free of staining or fixation artifacts. Moreover, the 
ease of genetic or drug-based manipulation, a versatile toolkit of fluorescent tags and the use 
of microfluidics devices (1-5) have enhanced our access to understand network dynamics 
themes such as Cdc14 oscillatory release from the nucleolus locked at once-per-cell cycle by 
the master CDK oscillator (6, 7). 
Yeast strains may be manipulated to encode endogenous gene products fused to fluorescent 
tags so that the fusion protein retains the normal pattern of expression. Some low-abundance 
cell cycle regulators may not be visualized in this way, making it necessary to resort to 
multiple tags in tandem (e.g. 3xGFP, 3xmCherry), ectopic overexpression or the use of 
stabilized mutant versions (e.g. 8, 9). In those cases, any potential perturbation to protein and 
cell cycle control functions must be critically evaluated.  
Localization of MEN components and their upstream regulators may be performed in 
reference to elements of the spindle, spindle pole body (SPB), cell cortex or nucleolus to link 
localization with other cell cycle landmark events. In those situations, the chosen fluorescent 
tags should exhibit minimal cross-talk in their excitation and emission channels.  In addition, 
fluorescent tag variants may differ in brightness and folding kinetics widening the range of 
applications. Age-sensitive mobility may be monitored by the use of slow-folding tags that 
mature to fluoresce with a delay. Cells expressing a SPB core component fused to red 
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fluorescent protein (10) or mCherry (11) permit the discrimination between the old SPB 
inherited from the preceding division and the one newly assembled, making it possible to 
correlate SPB identity and localization of MEN regulators. The potential uses for those tags 
have been elegantly extended with the design of tandem-fluorescent timers that inform on 
protein turnover at steady state as well as mobility (12, 13). 
Advances in conventional wide field digital imaging systems, the introduction of LED 
illumination and the advent of new generations of more sensitive cameras continue to 
improve our ability to perform time lapse microscopy, with limitations in the duration and 
temporal resolution of observation imposed by the strength and photostability of the 
fluorescent signals (3). Previous excellent reviews consider these developments (14-17). In 
addition, online sites such as Molecular Expressions (18) or those of major microscope and 
camera manufacturers offer imaging primers and other useful resources. A final consideration 
is the choice between wide field fluorescence or spinning-disk confocal microscopy - the 
latter affords better optical sectioning by rejecting out-of-focus light with some compromise 
in sensitivity, while yielding better signal-to-noise ratio as a result (15). This may be 
preferable when there is a need for high-resolution 3D reconstruction.  Nevertheless, 
conventional wide-field fluorescence microscopy is a more affordable option for dedicated 
access in the yeast laboratory meeting the demands for routine detection of cell cycle 
regulators using 2D image projections and simpler protocols.  
In addition, it is possible to infer temporal and spatial control of localization through cell 
population studies based on the analysis of still images of fields of cells. While this is a 
powerful approach in its own right, it should also be used to complement and ensure the 
validity of time-lapse data. Here we provide protocols for introducing microscopy of living 
yeast cells and the implementation of localization studies of cell cycle regulators such as 
MEN components using fluorescent protein fusions. 
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2. Materials 
2.1. Synthetic media (see Notes 1 and 2)  
1. 20% W/V Dextrose stock: Add 200 g dextrose to ~ 700 ml water in a 1-L beaker (see Note 
3). Mix and make up to 1 L with water using a measuring cylinder. Aliquot and sterilize by 
autoclaving. Store at room temperature. 
2. YCA (Yeast nitrogen base/casamino acids/adenine, see Note 4): Dissolve 6.7 g yeast 
nitrogen base without amino acids, 5 g casamino acids and 200 mg adenine in 800 ml water. 
Adjust pH to 6.5 using 10 M NaOH. Make up to 900 ml. Aliquot and sterilize by autoclaving. 
Store at room temperature. 
3. 1g/L Uracil stock solution. The solution clears after sterilization by autoclaving. Store at 
room temperature. 
4. 10g/L Tryptophan stock solution. Sterilize by filtration. Store at room temperature 
protected from light. 
5. Synthetic dextrose medium: add 10 ml 20% W/V dextrose stock for 90 ml YCA. 
According to the strains' requirements, supplement with one or more of the following: 2 ml 
uracil stock solution, 0.2 ml tryptophan stock solution (see Notes 5 and 6). 
 
2.2. Microscope system  
The choice of instrument and hardware depend on the resolution demands, the scale of the 
study (i.e. low-high throughput), access and budget. A variety of systems well suited for yeast 
live cell imaging have been described (13, 15, 16, 19).  
We perform still and time-lapse imaging in a temperature-controlled room at 22oC in a 
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dedicated upright Nikon Eclipse E800 with a CFI Plan Apochromat 100x, numerical aperture 
1.4 objective, attached to an Orca-Flash 4.0 v2 CMOS camera (Hamamatsu). The system is 
fitted with four Cairn Research OptoLED heads for: a) brightfield illumination 
(P1105/WBF/LED) and b) epifluorescence -  Cool white for CFP/mCherry 
(P1105/WHT/LED), 505 nm for YFP (P1105/505/LED) and 470 nm for GFP. Filter sets 
include the exciters: 430/24x, 470/40x, 500/20x and 572/35x and dichroics: 455LP (to 
combine CFP/GFP LEDs), 495LPXR (to combine CFP/GFP with YFP/mCherry LEDs) for 
Cairn port coupling. In addition, Chroma sets with dichroic and dual band emitters for 
CFP/YFP (59017) and GFP/mCherry (59022) permit dual color imaging, respectively. A 
focus controller (ES10ZE, Prior Scientific) drives stage movement for acquisition of Z-image 
stacks. The system is controlled by MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, 
CA) (see Note 7). 
 
2.3. Other materials 
1. Premium microscope slides and coverslips (18x18 mm, #1.5) 
2. Medium size metal binder clips. 
3. VALAP (to seal coverslips without preventing gas exchange): Weigh equal parts of 
vaseline, lanolin and paraffin in a heat-resistant container. Apply moderate heat, by placing 
the container on a hotplate inside a fume-hood, to melt the components (see Note 8). Mix 
occasionally using a glass rod. Divide the resulting liquid by carefully pouring into small 
vials. Allow the VALAP to cool down completely before tightening the caps.  
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2.4. Yeast strains and tagging constructs 
We have generated a series of modular integrative tagging vectors in which a PCR-generated 
DNA fragment encoding the 3’ end of the ORF of interest is ligated in frame with the tag. 
Linearization of the resulting plasmid within that ORF sequence directs integration by 
homologous recombination to produce a strain that expresses the fluorescent fusion at the 
endogenous level as the sole source of the gene product under study (11). There are also 
vectors (1, 2, 4, 13) providing templates for PCR-generated cassettes designed to encode a tag 
and selectable marker flanked by short sequences configuring integration at the desired locus. 
In all cases, phenotypic analysis must be performed to ensure correct functionality.  
For co-localization studies, fusions marking (SPBs) are produced in the same way (e.g. 
Spc42-CFP or Spc42-mCherry – the slow maturation of the latter fluorescent protein allows 
for age discrimination of the SPBs). Other reference markers that may be used are C-
terminally tagged fusions to Nuf1 (kinetochores), Net1 (nucleolus) and Ase1 (spindle 
midzone) or N-terminally tagged fusions to Tub1 (alpha-tubulin) and Cdc3 (septin). EGFP 
and fast-folding variants are preferred options for single color imaging. Dual color imaging 
may be performed with pairs of YFP/CFP, GFP/mCherry or photo-switchable tags dependent 
on the experiment and hardware available. The number of improved fluorescent tags 
continues to grow (1-4, 20, 21).  
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3. Methods 
3.1. Growth chamber for imaging analysis of live yeast cells 
This protocol is based on a previously described live cell imaging growth chamber consisting 
of a 25% W/V gelatin pad cast on a microscope slide (22).    
1. Prepare a boiling water bath by placing a small glass beaker onto a hotplate. 
2. Dispense 3 ml of synthetic medium (see Note 9) into a Falcon #35259 sterile 14 ml round-
bottom polypropylene tube (Figure 1A).   
3. Add 0.75 g gelatin powder (from porcine skin, Type A, SIGMA G2500) to the liquid 
medium (Figure 1B) and disperse immediately using a vortex mixer (see Note 10). 
4. Incubate the tube in the water bath for 3 minutes (see Note 11). The opaque gelatin 
suspension (Figure 1C) will become translucent. Remove the beaker from the hotplate and let 
the tube cool down slowly inside the water bath. Air bubbles will clear to the top of the sol 
(Figure 1D).  After cooling down, the translucent gel (compare Figure 1E and C) may be kept 
for one week at room temperature and used repeatedly starting from step 5. 
5. Melt the solid gelatin medium in a water bath (70oC-90oC) for 2 minutes (see Note 11). 
6. Lay pairs of microscope slides (see Note 12) on a clean surface to work quickly. Cut the tip 
attached to a micropipette (Figure 2A) to increase flow and use to place 70 µl of the warm 
medium at the center of one microscope slide (Figure 2B). Immediately, place the second 
slide on top at ~ 15o angle and press gently (Figure 2C). Hold the slides together with metal 
binder clips and briefly flame by quickly passaging over a Bunsen burner to eliminate any 
trapped bubbles and force the gel to spread. The result is a thin film between the two slides 
(Figure 2D-E). Let the slide sandwich stand on the bench for 25 minutes away from any heat 
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source (see Note 13). 
7. With the aid of a scalpel blade detach any gelatin at the slide sandwich borders (Figure 3A) 
and proceed to pull the slides apart from one end (Figure 3B). A thin gelatin film remains 
attached to one slide (Figure 3C).      
8.  Pipette 4 µl of early logarithmic yeast cells in liquid culture (see Notes 14 and 15) onto the 
center of the gelatin film and apply a coverslip with gentle pressure. Ensure that the coverslip 
rests evenly on top of the gelatin film. Remove any excess liquid at the coverslip borders by 
carefully applying the edge of tissue paper.  
9. Loosen the cap of a small vial with VALAP (Figure 3D) and place to melt at a low 
temperature setting on a hotplate in a fume-hood until fully liquid (Figure 3E). 
10. Seal the coverslip with liquid VALAP using a micropipette (see Note 16). Move the tip 
quickly to generate a thin line (Figure 3F-G) against all edges of the coverslip (see Note 17).   
11. Apply immersion oil onto the coverslip, lower the microscope stage and, if possible, turn 
the objective turret to an open position to ensure enough space to place the slide on the stage. 
Turn the turret back positioning the objective above the slide and begin to focus, avoiding any 
contact between the VALAP edges and the microscope optical elements. 
12. Proceed to still image or time lapse acquisition. 
 
3.2. Image acquisition  
Live imaging of yeast cells is ideal for statistical validation of representative localization 
patterns both in regard to label distribution and intensity.  In still imaging, illumination 
intensity and exposure may be increased such that weaker labels are detected. By contrast, 
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time-lapse microscopy suffers from the potential cumulative effect of photo-toxicity and 
photo-bleaching during the experiment. Yet, we may still gain valuable spatio-temporal 
perspective by studying dimmer fusion proteins using still images of asynchronous or 
synchronized living yeast cell populations despite any limitations in dynamic insight.   
Generating customized routines for automated image acquisition ensures both consistent 
practice and the possibility to induct less experienced researchers into live imaging with 
relative ease. There are many software options to do so, including open source software such 
as Micro-Manager (23, 24).   
 
3.2.1. Still image acquisition 
For long-term (>20 min) acquisition of still images, cells are mounted on gelatin pads (see 
section 3.1). The following procedure is used for short-term acquisition: 
1. Transfer 1 ml of an early log (~ 8 x 106 cells/ml) yeast cell culture grown in synthetic 
medium to a microfuge tube. Centrifuge 5 min at 2000 rpm (see Note 18). 
2. Discard enough supernatant to concentrate ~ 20 fold (to obtain fields of 60-80 cells) and 
resuspend the cell pellet in the remaining liquid medium. 
3. Add ~3 µl of the cell suspension onto a microscope slide and place a coverslip without 
applying pressure to allow the spread of the liquid by capillarity. Apply immersion oil, place 
the slide on the microscope stage and proceed to focus. 
4. Acquire images of fields of cells within 5 minutes (see Note 19). 
5. With the equipment described here, still images of yeast cells are generated as five or 
seven-plane Z-stacks of fluorescence images acquired with the largest possible region of the 
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camera chip and the fluorescence field diaphragm open, at a distance of 0.8 µm between 
optical planes (starting from the lowest optical section) using 2 x 2 binning (see Note 20), 
paired to one brightfield image (DIC or phase contrast) at the middle focal plane. Typical 
exposure times may range between 50-500 ms dependent on the labels. Dual-color images for 
localization of a component of interest in reference to another that provides both spatial and 
cell cycle position information (e.g. SPB, spindle, etc.), is performed by acquiring sets of Z-
stacks for each fluorescent label along with one brightfield image at the middle focal plane.  
 
3.2.2. Time lapse image acquisition 
In a microscope fitted with a Z-focus drive, time-lapse analyses is usually performed over a 
relatively small region of interest. Nevertheless, since yeast cell morphology is diagnostic of 
cell cycle position, we can acquire multiple time-lapse sequences in a single session by 
selecting cells within the relevant cell cycle interval under study.  
1. Prepare the growth chamber as described in section 3.1. Select the cell(s) for imaging by 
positioning at the center of the optical field. Close the fluorescence field diaphragm so that 
illumination is restricted to the area of interest. 
2.  For single color time lapse imaging of GFP fusions, acquire 5-Z plane stacks at a step 
distance of 0.8 µm along with a brightfield image (DIC or phase contrast) at the middle focal 
plane.  
3. Illumination, exposure and interval of acquisition between frames will depend on the 
characteristics of the label, the need for temporal resolution and the duration of observation 
required (see Note 21).  
4. To begin, set the frame interval to 30 s – 1 min as this provides useful overall information 
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on cell cycle-dependent localization. Further dynamic insight may require shorter intervals 
between frames while following individual cells for a shorter period. Interval length is a trade 
off between temporal resolution and the limitations imposed in the duration of a recording by 
photo-bleaching and photo-toxicity.  
5. If cells do not stand the above protocol, a possible compromise is the use of 3-Z plane 
stacks at 1 µm step distance per frame, which may allow extending the duration of the series 
significantly with a compromise in focal depth. This approach may limit observation of the 
completely elongated mitotic spindle during anaphase but may provide sufficient data when 
the focus of study is the spindle pole or the bud neck. Similar considerations apply to dual 
color time-lapse imaging.  
6. In either case, begin by acquiring a time lapse series for 10 min. Examine the sequence of 
brightfield images to assess cell growth. In pilot experiments, try to include cells at different 
stages in the cell cycle in the region of interest to best appreciate bud growth. As the sequence 
proceeds, look for any signs of cell stress - e.g. prominent vacuole and/or phagosomes or cell 
growth arrest. (see Note 22). 
 
3.2.3. Overview of image processing and analysis 
We perform image analysis using both MetaMorph and the public domain software packages 
- ImageJ or Fiji (25-28). Other open source packages with a broad range of tools are available 
(24). It is important to make provisions for preserving raw data and metadata as well as 
planning image storage and management of the workflow.  
Images acquired as 5 or 7 Z-plane stacks may be reviewed by obtaining 2D-maximal intensity 
projections. For dual color imaging, digital overlays may be used to correlate localization and 
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cell cycle timing, dependent on the marker used (Figure 4A).  
Spatial measurements in digital images (e.g. distance, area, position coordinates, etc.) are 
performed with a variety of software tools following calibration based on a stage micrometer. 
Dependent on the structure, integrated intensity measured in single planes or the sum of Z-
planes may be used. Quantitation paired to statistical analysis should be implemented (29). 
For study of still images of fields of cells, quantification of image intensity also requires 
corrections for uneven illumination as well as background (see Note 23). Another useful tool 
to view label intensity in space is the linescan - i.e. an intensity profile along a line of set pixel 
width (Figure 4B). 
From such measurements, it is possible to correlate localization of MEN regulators with cell 
cycle progression, for example, according to spindle length or its alignment with the mother-
bud axis. The temporality inferred may help validate imaging in real time. Any striking 
discrepancies between still image and time lapse data should prompt critical assessment of 
cell handling and/or sampling. 
Another way to create 2D dynamic representations from multi-dimensional time-lapse data is 
the generation of kymographs (Figure 4C). Briefly, a line of set pixel width is used to extract 
the same region of the image across all frames in the series. The region extracted is 
rearranged as a continuous set generating a 2D plot in which movement along the image slice 
is charted as a function of time (i.e. across contiguous frame slices).  
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4. Notes 
 
 
1. Live cell fluorescence microscopy is best performed in cells grown and mounted in 
synthetic medium. Rich YEPD (30) interferes by producing high fluorescence background. 
2. Prepare all solution stocks and media with ultrapure (deionized) water. For consistent 
media properties and to preserve nutrient integrity, prepare and sterilize separately sugar stock 
solutions and YCA. These are mixed after autoclaving and additional heat-sensitive 
supplements may be added. Sterilize by autoclaving 20 min using wet cycle settings. 
Solutions of heat-sensitive components are sterilized using disposable filtration units for the 
appropriate volume. 
3. Dextrose dissolves easily if added onto water while allowing the magnetic stir bar to mix 
the solution immediately.   
4. Casamino acids produced by acid hydrolysis (i.e. without tryptophan) may be used as a 
more complete supplement when selecting for single or combined Ura+, Trp+ strains. 
Synthetic medium must be supplemented with adenine to suppress accumulation of a red 
pigment otherwise produced by certain Ade- mutants that increases cell background auto-
fluorescence. When selecting for Leu+, His+ or combinations of those with Ura+ and Trp+, 
omit casamino acids and supplement instead according to the individual strain’s requirements 
(30). Similarly, omit casamino acids if the strains under study carry constructs for conditional 
expression under the control of the methionine-repressible MET3 promoter.  
5. For preparation of media with alternative carbon sources such as raffinose or sucrose 
follow the same procedure as for synthetic dextrose by adding instead 20% W/V of the 
corresponding autoclaved sugar stock. 
6. Galactose-containing medium is generally used when strains carry galactose-inducible 
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constructs. To prepare 20% W/V galactose stock solution, add 100 g galactose to ~400 ml 
water into a glass beaker. Stir with moderate heat until dissolved and make up to 500 ml. 
Sterilize by filtration. Note that autoclaved galactose solutions will allow cell growth but will 
not provide efficient induction by the GAL1-10 promoter. 
7. We also perform live imaging studies with a second system based on the original design for 
a multimode wide-field microscope by the Bloom and Salmon laboratories (University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, NC USA (19, 31)) with some modifications (11). Based on a 
Nikon Eclipse E800 stand, illumination by a mercury lamp is controlled by shutters and filter 
wheels (Prior Scientific) allowing for separate selection of excitation and neutral density 
filters (Chroma). A third filter wheel includes emission filters and a DIC analyzer permitting 
automated acquisition of DIC and fluorescence images. The system also contains a motorized 
stage controlled by a focus drive (Prior Scientific) and is attached to a CoolSNAP-HQ charge-
coupled device camera (Photometrics). Operation is also controlled by MetaMorph software. 
Filter sets mounted on filter wheels permit automated single, dual-color (CFP/YFP; 
GFP/mCherry) or three-color (YFP/CFP/mCherry) imaging acquisition paired to DIC. 
8. VALAP should not be overheated or left unattended as it may vaporize and re-solidify 
away from the container, thus producing deposits onto other surfaces. 
9. Synthetic medium mixed with the gelatin should be of identical composition and 
containing the same supplements as the medium used in preparation of the cell culture in the 
imaging experiment (see below).  
10. It is best to disperse the gelatin into the liquid medium rather than adding the components 
in the reverse order. Failure to quickly disperse the gelatin leads to formation of hard clumps 
that will not dissolve efficiently unless excessive (prolonged) heat is applied.  
11. Do not incubate excessively to limit damage to the medium components. If correctly 
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handled, the gel left over from this procedure may be re-used many times (starting from step 5 
of the protocol). 
12. Handle from the edges throughout to avoid living prints on the working surface of the 
slides that would interfere with imaging. 
13. The timing for opening the slide sandwich may vary depending on the room temperature. 
If opened prematurely, the gelatin may peel off and become opaque. If opened too late, the 
film will dry excessively and will not support growth.   
14. If attempting to image multiple cells in a field, cells may be concentrated by 
centrifugation prior to preparation of the growth chamber. Transfer 1 ml culture to a 
microfuge tube and centrifuge at 2000 rpm 5 min at room temperature. High centrifugal force 
may distort subcellular structures. Discard part of the supernatant to adjust cell concentration 
and resuspend the cell pellet in the remaining medium. 
15. For best results, overnight cultures of  ~ 8 x 106 cells/ml should be used with minimal 
perturbation. Cell growth medium should be identical to that in the gelatin pads. Cortical 
components, in particular, may exhibit abnormal or uneven localization in the form of 
aggregates if cells of a dense culture are diluted and incubated for less than two doubling 
times prior to observation. Abrupt changes in incubation temperature or nutrients may also 
have this undesired effect. Label intensity is often decreased and the cytoskeleton may exhibit 
pronounced perturbations under any of those conditions. In time lapse experiments involving 
media changes (e.g. induction by galactose or repression by methionine, cell arrest and 
release), it is important to include a step of incubation with shaking in medium of identical 
composition to that in the gelatin for ~ 30 min prior to assembly of the growth chamber (11) . 
Media changes may be performed by cell centrifugation from a low-density culture. 
Alternatively, cells may be collected by filtration through 47-mm 0.45-µm GN-6 Metricel 
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membranes (PALL Sciences). Rinsed cells may be then eluted into the new liquid medium. 
Galactose-inducible or methionine-repressible constructs may be easily manipulated in this 
way. Moreover, cells on top of small filter disks may be conveniently applied to the surface of 
solid medium in a Petri dish followed by elution of cell aliquots from the filter surface at 
different times to monitor induction. This method also allows for inclusion of shifts to rich 
medium without the adverse effect of increased auto-fluorescence.  
16. Alternatively, the coverslip may be sealed by quickly lining liquid VALAP soaked in a 
cotton swab. Another possibility is applying melted VALAP using a metal spatula. The key 
aim is to ensure a good seal with the least possible amount of VALAP build-up to avoid any 
possibility of contact or interference with the microscope optics. 
17. The method described here can be used with inverted microscopes dependent on the 
specifications of the stage. Alternatively, ready-made glass bottom dishes are available from a 
range of suppliers that can be adapted for yeast live imaging in inverted microscopes based on 
the same principles described here. 
18. In time course experiments, cell aliquots may be processed in the same way to perform 
localization studies in synchronized cells. For example: arrest an overnight early log culture 
by adding 200 ng/ml alpha factor (MATa bar1- cells). Incubate one doubling time to allow for 
full synchronization in late G1 phase. Verify arrest by observation shmoo formation under the 
microscope. Harvest cells by centrifugation or filtration and rinse at least twice with sterile 
water and once with release medium. Incubate cells with shaking and transfer 1 ml aliquots to 
microfuge tubes for processing at set time points. 
19. Alternatively, for short-term observation, cells may be immobilized by the use of 
microscope coverslips pre-coated with either 0.1% concanavalin-A or 1% poly-L-lysine: 
apply the solution for 10 min and aspirate excess off, rinse 4 times with water and air dry. 
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Cells in culture are allowed to adhere to the coverslip surface and the unattached cells are 
washed off. The coverslip is then applied onto a slide and sealed with VALAP for observation 
within 20 min (15, 32).  
20. To gain sensitivity, 2 x 2 binning is introduced, i.e. a 2 x 2 pixel square on the chip is 
grouped during readout, thus increasing sensitivity four-fold at the expense of spatial 
resolution decreasing by half. Other general considerations for optimizing image acquisition 
(e.g. choosing high numerical aperture objectives and minimum resolution to decrease light 
exposure, observation and selection of cells using brightfield illumination only, further 
hardware options) have been previously discussed (29, 33). 
21. New labels must be tested in pilot experiments. For preservation of cell integrity, incident 
light intensity and exposure time combined should be as low as possible. As a general rule, 
decrease illumination (by LED controllers or the use of neutral density filters, dependent on 
the system) while relatively increasing the exposure time. Such approach gives better results 
than the converse, i.e. shortening exposure times with high illumination intensity. Imaging 
parameters should be determined to produce minimal photo-bleaching and toxicity. 
Brightfield illumination may also cause cellular damage over the time lapse. Exposure should 
be minimized as is practically possible. 
22. Absence of bud growth within the first few minutes points to a number of possible 
fundamental problems that may require troubleshooting in the following order: a) Review for 
any errors in medium composition or preparation; b) Ensure that the gelatin medium is not 
overheated when preparing the growth chamber. The medium will go from light amber to 
deep yellow after overextended incubation periods in a water bath. Also ensure that the slide 
sandwich is not unduly heated over the Bunsen burner flame; c) Ensure that gelatin pads are 
freshly prepared and do not dry out. A dry pad will not support cell growth; d) If cells show 
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prominent vacuoles or phagosomes, examine the starting liquid culture to verify the condition 
of the cells before preparation of the cell growth chamber. Healthy early log cells should 
show subtle vacuole edges and a relatively smooth appearance. Prominent vacuole, 
phagosomes or excess vesicles point to cellular stress suggesting a problem with growth 
conditions. Consider any factors that may account for this (abrupt temperature changes, cell 
density, etc.); e) If the protocol requires media or temperature shifts, allow for the cells to 
undergo an additional incubation period in the cell growth chamber prior to the initiation of 
time lapse acquisition. To this end, the slide containing the gelatin pad may be placed in a 
moist chamber (a plastic box containing wet cotton on the far end to provide constant 
humidity) and incubated for some time to allow the cells to adapt to the medium; f) If the 
culture appears otherwise healthy, proceed to prepare the cell growth chamber and examine 
the cells under the microscope shortly after. Acquire a short time lapse series under 
brightfield only. If cells grow properly, the problem is not the cell chamber but rather the 
regime for acquisition of fluorescence images; g) Proceed to modify the acquisition regime. 
Set the time interval to 1-2 min and decrease illumination intensity and exposure as is 
practically possible. Assess the impact of those changes on cell growth. Proceed 
systematically changing one parameter at a time to reach a reasonable compromise between 
image intensity (use the histogram tool to assess the image) and cell integrity. 
23. To introduce flat-field correction, acquire images with a fluorescent slide for each 
fluorescence channel.  Calculate an average image normalized to the maximum intensity and 
use for stack arithmetic by dividing all images in the experiment by the corrected flat-field. 
Background subtraction may be performed by setting two concentric regions around the 
signal (size and shape may vary depending on the signal).  Using the integrated intensity and 
areas of the smaller and larger regions calculate the background-subtracted intensity as  Ismall-
(Ilarge-Ismall) x [Areasmall/(Arealarge-Areasmall)] (34). Alternatively, an image region may be used 
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for background subtraction or an average background may be calculated by acquiring images 
of cells that do not contain the label. 
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Figure legends 
Figure 1. Preparation of gelatin-based solid medium. Add the gelatin powder 
to the tube containing liquid synthetic medium (A-B) and disperse immediately 
using a vortex mixer. The suspension (C) clears upon incubation in a boiling 
water bath. By cooling the tube slowly, air bubbles are allowed to rise to the top 
(D). The result is a translucent gel (E). 
Figure 2. Casting the gelatin pad. Cut the pipette tip (A) and use to dispense 
70 µl of gelatin medium onto a slide (B). Cover immediately with a second slide 
positioned at a 15o angle (C). Hold the ends of the sandwich with two metal 
binder clips (D) and flame briefly (E) to thin out the gelatin pad (F). Allow to 
solidify for ~ 25 min. 
Figure 3. Cell mounting. Detach gelatin flowing over the edges of the slide 
sandwich using a scalpel blade (A). Separate the slides from one end (B) to 
obtain a thin film attached to one slide (C). After adding 4 µl of cell culture onto 
the gelatin pad, place a coverslip on top (not shown). Melt VALAP (D) over a 
hotplate. Once liquid (E), dispense along the edges of the coverslip (F) to seal 
completely (G) using a micropipette.  
Figure 4. Cdc5 localization during anaphase. (A) Selected frames from a 
time-lapse series of a cell expressing Cdc5-sfGFP (green) and Spc42-mCherry 
(marking the SPB, magenta). The lower panel shows the GFP channel. The 
selected frames are 2 min apart. Bar, 2 µm. Briefly, prominent nuclear and SPB 
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localization (closed yellow arrowhead) gives way to progressive SPB 
asymmetric marking, accumulation at the bud neck (closed cyan arrowhead) and 
dispersion in the cytoplasm in mid-anaphase. The label continues to decrease at 
the poles and later disappears from the poles (open yellow arrowhead), the bud 
neck (open cyan arrowhead) and the nucleus (last frame). A similar sequence of 
localization may be inferred from still image analysis (35). (B) Linescan 
analysis for fluorescence intensity along the axis depicted in the cartoon for the 
same cell in mid-anaphase (12 min). Cyan arrowhead points to label at the bud 
neck (C) Kymograph of the complete time-lapse series presented in (A). As 
shown in the cartoon, a slice of the image (dashed line) is extracted from every 
frame (1 min apart over 30 min) and rearranged in a single continuous image. 
This representation helps chart the accumulation of Cdc5 at various sites 
(spindle poles, bud neck, nucleus and cytoplasm) relative to the separation of the 
SPBs (the brighter old SPB entering the bud moves downwards) Bar, 2 µm.  
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